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• The Fed has hit a wall in its efforts to drain the market 

of liquidity as US banks start to fall like apples in the 

autumn. The Fed is now likely to slow the pace of rate 

hikes. The day the Fed throws in the towel and ends its 

current path of removing liquidity from the market will 

be a buy signal. We smell spring, and a bull is running, 

but we are not there yet... 

• In our last weekly letter, we warned of an evening star 

in the S&P 500. The trigger for the next significant 

move will come from the Fed. 

 

In the last weekly letter, we warned of an Evening Star in the 

S&P 500, a trend reversal signal. Of course, we did not know 

about the coming bank crash, but the stock market was 

vulnerable to a downturn anyway, and the Evening Star 

formation played out nicely. 
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The S&P 500 is now caught in a wedge with a falling MACD. 

The market is now very turbulent, with many short and long 

covers dominating the trades. It is a trader's market where 

money flow and technical dominate the market (i.e., 

computer trading). Better to be safe than sorry and wait and 

see what happens. A break to the upside or downside will 

indicate the coming trend. 

We are tired of writing about the Fed in every weekly letter 

and long for a time when fundamentals mattered more. 

Remember P/E, price-to-book and other acronyms? 

We will be writing a short letter this week. The market is full 

of speculation about what the Fed will do with interest rates. 

But what matters is what it will do with liquidity. Having 

rescued all the deposits of the failed banks, the Fed is starting 

to inject new money into the market. But to end the turmoil, 

the Fed needs to signal at least a temporary pause in its rate-

hiking strategy. This could give the market some time to 

consolidate. For us to be fully favourable, the Fed also needs 

to stop draining the market of capital. 

The market is also awaiting the potential knock-on effects of 

a bank failure. But with the Fed guaranteeing everything but 

shareholders' money, the risk of contagion has been dealt 

with in the short term. 
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The chart above shows US M2 (blue line) and the S&P 500 

(red). As long as M2 and the assets under management on 

the Fed's balance sheet are in a downtrend, the stock market 

is swimming against the tide. 

The good thing about the current turmoil is that we are 

seeing a shift towards values such as positive cash flow and 

sustainable growth companies. The market has been tough 

on companies that are just trading on expectations. 

But it is also interesting to see technology returning as the 

banks go over the cliff. 

 

Above are banks in red and technology (Fang index) in blue. 
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Microsoft, for example, is trying to bounce back even in this 

turbulent market. And it is undoubtedly better to own a big 

tech giant than a vulnerable bank. 

 

But bitcoin tells a different story. Suddenly interest is back, 

even though the leading banks for crypto are down. The 

reason must be that the Fed put is still working. We all know 

now that the Fed does not have the guts to stand up to the 

Wall Street mob that demands a bailout for everything that 

collapses in the name of market stability. 

Happy trading! 
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Week Ahead 
Quarterly reports on Wednesday, 15 March: Inditex, Global 

Fashion Group. H&M Q1 sales figures. 

At 3.00 CET, China will publish industrial production, retail 

sales and fixed-asset investment for January-February, and 

unemployment for February. At 8.00 CET, we will get the 

German Wholesale Prices and the Swedish CPI for February. 

At 8.45 CET, we will continue with the French CPI for 

February. Before lunch, the IEA will publish its monthly report 

on oil and the Eurozone’s industrial production for January. In 

the afternoon, we will receive the February Retail Sales and 

Producer Price Index, the March Empire Manufacturing Index 

and the NAHB Housing Index, the January Inventories of 

Unsold Goods and the DOE's weekly oil inventories statistics 

from the United States. 

Quarterly reports on Thursday, 16 March:  Green Mobility, 

Canopy Growth, Fedex.  

At 0.50 and 5.30 CET, Japan's machinery and industrial orders 

for January will be released. In between (2.30 CET), China will 

publish its February house prices. At 8.00 CET, Swedish 

inflation expectations will be released by Kantar Prospera, 

followed two hours later by Italian CPI for February. At 14.15 

CET, the ECB will make an interest rate statement. We will 

also get the US February import prices and housing, the 

March Philadelphia Fed index, and weekly jobless claims.  

Quarterly reports on Friday, 17 March: - 

Friday starts at 8.00 CET with the Swedish unemployment 

rate for February. Three hours later, the eurozone will publish 

its CPI for February and labour costs for Q4. We then get the 

US industrial production and leading indicators for February 

and the Michigan index for March. 
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Corporate Events on Monday, 20 March:  Capital Markets 

Days held by Electrolux and Hexpol.  

Germany will release its Producer Price Index for February at 

8:00 CET. Three hours later, we get the euro-zone trade 

balance for January. 

Quarterly reports on Tuesday, 21 March: Skistar, Procter & 

Gamble, Pfeiffer Vacuum.  

Germany's ZEW index for March will be released at 11.00 

CET. From North America, the Canadian CPI for February is 

due after lunch, as are the US Redbook weekly retail sales, 

existing home sales for February and weekly oil inventories 

(API). 
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Valuation Tables, Swedish Equities 

 

  

Bolag Price P/E NTM Bolag Price Yield, %

Maha Energy AB 9,4 2,9x Tele2 AB 98,4 20,0

Bonava AB 23,6 3,1x Bonava AB 23,6 13,4

Nordisk Bergteknik AB 32,9 12,0x SSAB AB 77,0 10,0

Serneke Group AB 23,5 12,8x Nilörngruppen AB 70,2 10,0

Profoto Holding AB 84,5 17,2x Clas Ohlson AB 75,0 9,7

Björn Borg AB 33,8 18,1x Cibus Nordic Real Estate AB 117,8 9,6

Karnov Group AB 52,0 18,3x Resurs Holding AB 22,9 9,3

BICO Group AB 62,5 21,7x Tethys Oil AB 54,7 9,3

Swedish Logistic Property AB 26,2 22,7x Peab AB 54,5 8,9

Norva24 Group AB 30,5 24,3x Samhällsbyggnadsbolaget 15,5 8,3

Lowest priced Net Asset Value 

Bolag Price P/B Bolag Price EV/tB

Oscar Properties Holding AB 1,3 0,1x Serneke Group AB 23,5 0,3x

Humana AB 14,2 0,3x Bonava AB 23,6 0,3x

Serneke Group AB 23,5 0,3x Qliro AB 13,4 0,5x

BHG Group AB 12,6 0,3x BICO Group AB 62,5 0,6x

Corem Property Group AB 8,8 0,3x Maha Energy AB 9,4 0,8x

Bonava AB 23,6 0,3x L E Lundbergföretagen AB 464,0 0,9x

Cint Group AB 17,3 0,4x Swedish Logistic Property AB 26,2 1,3x

Hoist Finance AB 23,8 0,4x Investment AB Latour 210,5 1,4x

NGS Group AB 10,2 0,4x Nordisk Bergteknik AB 32,9 1,5x

Midsona AB 8,1 0,4x NP3 Fastigheter AB 205,0 1,9x

Lowest P/E-ratio Highest Yield

Source: S&P Capital IQ/Carlsquare Source: S&P Capital IQ/Carlsquare

Lowest priced NAV on a debt-free basis

Source: S&P Capital IQ/Carlsquare Source: S&P Capital IQ/Carlsquare
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Disclaimer:  
The information in this presentation is based on what the publisher, Carlsquare, believes to 

be reliable sources. However, we cannot guarantee its content. Nothing in the presentation 

should be construed as a recommendation or solicitation to invest in any financial 

instrument, option or the like. Opinions and conclusions expressed in the presentation are 

for the recipient's use only. The contents may not be copied, reproduced, quoted, or 

distributed to anyone else. Carlsquare shall not be liable for any loss arising from any 

decision taken based on the information contained in this presentation. Past performance 

should not be taken as an indication of future results. Changes in foreign exchange rates may 

affect the value, price or income of an investment made abroad or in a foreign currency. 

The analysis is not directed at U.S. Persons (as that term is defined in Regulation S under the 

United States Securities Act and interpreted in the United States Investment Companies Act 

of 1940), nor may it be distributed to such persons. The analysis is not intended for natural 

or legal persons where the distribution of the analysis to such persons would involve or 

entail a risk of violation of Swedish or foreign laws or regulations. 

 

 

 


